THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE REPORT
system of responsible gr^nrmrifc cinnot satisfactorily develop.   It.   is   a   matter   for
regret   that-   on   this important   and   higaly-conferoversial   subject   ife has not beea
D^ibla   to   arrive   at a uiaaimns exclusion.   Somi of us are strongly of
found
the opinion that separate ele2torat3s which now form part of tli3 electoral system
should not bd abolished except with the coiisaiii; of the community concerned. The
majority of us, however, have held that wider considerations should be allowed to
override the wishes of particular communities.
In setting fjrth our exclusions we will deal first with the provinces in which
the Muslim? are in a minority viz : Madras, Bombay, the United Provinces, Bihar
and Oriss.% th'^ Central Provinces and Assam. In these provinces the majority of us
are of the opinion that separate electorates for the Muslims should now be abo-
lished, that thay should ba granted the privilege of having seats reserved for them
in joint eleetorar-e^ eir.hsr on a population basis or their voting strength, whichever
may be more favourable to thsni, and further that they should be permitted to
contest othsr seats in g3nor.il constituencies beyond the number actually reserved
for them. The retention of this system is recommended until the introduction of
adult suffrage in any provides, by which time ^it is hoped that the time may be
ripe for the abolition of all special communal privileges,
representation in punjab
In the Punjab we have followed for the two principal minqriry communities, tho
Hindus and the Sikhs, the sams principle which we have applied to the Muslims in
provinces in which they are in a minority. For Hindus and Sikhs, therefore, in
the Punjab we would reserve seats in joint electorates on a population basis or on
voting strength, whichever may be more favourable to them, without prejudice to
their right to content other seats in general constituencies. The Muslims in the
Punjab will th^u ba placed on the same footing as the Hindus in all the other
provinces, save Bengal and Burma.
in bengal
For Bengal we would adopt a different principle. In this province the Muslims
are in a clear majority and the position is no* complicated by the presence of a
third community, such as the Sikhs in the Punjab. We can see no valid reason
for granting to the Muslims any special protection. As for the Hindus, they are
sufficiently numerous and sufficiently influential to be allowed to take care of their
own interests. Moreover, Hindu opinion throughout India is definitely opposed to
the principle of special protection for particular communities, save in very excep-
tional circumstances. We therefore consider that in Bengal, as far as Hindus and
Muslims .are concerned, there should be no separate electorates and no reservation
of seats but that the two communities should vote together in a joint electorate.
The attitude adopted by the Sikh community towards the question of communal
representation in the legislature may be stated in a few words. The Sikhs are
prepared to come into a general electorate with no special protection for their
community, provided that this principle is generally accepted. If, however, other
communities are to bs given special protection, the Sikhs demand that they should
not be placed in a worse position. We accordingly recommend that until the
introduction of adult suffrage, seats for the Sikhs in all provinces in which they are
in minority, should bs reserved in joint electorates on a population basis or tJaeir
voting strength, whichever is more favourable to them, without prejudice to tneir
right to contest other seats in the joint electorates. In explanation we may say that
it is not our intention that the Sikhs should have representation in a province unless
they have the minimum population necessary to entitle them to it.
depressed classes
As regards the method of .selection of the representatives of the depressed classes
we have considered nomination, separate electorates and joint electorates. Nomination
we have ruled out, partly on the ground that this method fails entirely in educative
effect ;^ partly because nominees lack independence and cannot always be expected to
vote without regard to the supposed wishes of the authority who nominated them;
and partly because the representatives of the depressed classes who gave evidence
before us were generally opposed to the method of nomination.
As regard the second alternative, it is only in the Madras Presidency that it
would appear to be within the bounds of practical politics to form separate electo-
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